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Abstract

Authorship attribution typically uses all information representing both content and style whereas
attribution based only on stylistic aspects may be robust in cross-domain settings. This paper
analyzes different linguistic aspects that may help represent style. Specifically, we study the role
of syntax and lexical words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) in representing style. We use
a purely syntactic language model to study the significance of sentence structures in both single-
domain and cross-domain attribution, i.e. cross-topic and cross-genre attribution. We show that
syntax may be helpful for cross-genre attribution while cross-topic attribution and single-domain
may benefit from additional lexical information. Further, pure syntactic models may not be
effective by themselves and need to be used in combination with other robust models. To study
the role of word choice, we perform attribution by masking all words or specific topic words
corresponding to nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. Using a single-domain dataset, IMDB1M
reviews, we demonstrate the heavy influence of common nouns and proper nouns in attribution,
thereby highlighting topic interference. Using cross-domain Guardian10 dataset, we show that
some common nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs may help with stylometric attribution as
demonstrated by masking topic words corresponding to these parts-of-speech. As expected, it
was observed that proper nouns are heavily influenced by content and cross-domain attribution
will benefit from completely masking them.

1 Introduction

Authorship attribution attributes a text sample to a person based on either content or their writing style.
On the other hand, stylometry involves authorship attribution only based on writing style and needs to be
independent of topic or genre. Though authorship attribution has various applications, some important
ones are security-related. eg. cybercrime investigation, digital forensics, countering identity deception in
social networks, etc. In today’s connected world, most of our cyber-interactions are text-based on various
platforms like messages, emails, blogs, tweets, forum posts etc. With rampant cybercrime attacks, it is
important to perform robust authorship attribution or verification across these platforms. This calls for
stylometric attribution approaches that model style and work well in cross-domain scenarios. Cross-
domain scenarios include both cross-topic (same genre but different topics) and cross-genre (different
genres) scenarios.

Various authorship attribution approaches have been surveyed in literature (Juola and others, 2008;
Stamatatos, 2009; Neal et al., 2017). However, only some of these approaches focus specifically on cross-
domain attribution. Function words have been touted as content-independent and hence reliable as a style
marker (Juola and others, 2008). Syntactic information, both shallow (Luyckx and Daelemans, 2008)
and deep (Baayen et al., 1996; Raghavan et al., 2010; Feng et al., 2012; Fuller et al., 2014; Björklund
and Zechner, 2017), have also been proposed for ensuring topic or genre independence. Few other
approaches, perform preprocessing to prevent topic/genre dependency when using lexical or character
features (Stamatatos, 2012; Sapkota et al., 2014; Markov et al., 2017; Stamatatos, 2018).
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In this paper, we study the role of different linguistic aspects on style, specifically sentence syntax
and word choice. We use a language model to represent syntax and words as against using vector rep-
resentations with machine learning approaches. We do so for two reasons: i) Vector representation of
syntax has not been effective in past efforts (Stamatatos, 2009), ii) Vector representation of words or
character n-grams mostly consist of function words and may not be helpful to study the role of lexical
parts-of-speech (POS).

To study the role of syntax, we perform authorship attribution using a purely syntactic language model.
The syntactic model is constructed using the Probabilistic Context-free grammars (PCFG) obtained from
an author’s training data. While the approach is similar to other syntactic approaches (Raghavan et al.,
2010), we keep our model purely syntactic by removing any lexical information. We also add context to
the rewrite rules by vertical and horizontal Markovization. To handle previously unseen rules, we also
incorporate smoothing where the language model can back-off to lower order models.

To study the role of word choice, we perform attribution by masking out all words or specific topic
words corresponding to different lexical POS. We do so because character n-gram based approaches have
largely outperformed function word based approaches (Kestemont, 2014) indicating that lexical words
may also help with authorship attribution. This analysis would help understand which of these lexical
words may help represent style. Other approaches (Stamatatos, 2018) also mask out infrequent words
(mostly lexical words) but we perform an in-depth analysis as to which of these lexical words are useful
for representing style.

In this paper, we attempt to answer the following questions:

• Does sentence structure or syntax help with stylometric attribution in cross-domain settings?

• What are effects of words corresponding to different lexical POS on cross-domain attribution?

• Does masking topic words corresponding to various lexical POS help with stylometric attribution
in cross-domain settings?

2 Methodology

In this section, we explain the approaches taken to answer the above questions pertaining to stylometric
attribution. This could help us come up with better style representations that would work well in cross-
domain scenarios.

2.1 Role of syntax

We use a purely syntactic language model to study the role of sentence structure or syntax in cross-
domain stylometric attribution. A syntactic language model is obtained by constructing the probabilistic
context-free grammar (PCFG) for each author using the constituency parse trees of sentences in their
training posts. While some approaches (Raghavan et al., 2010) use the rewrite rules directly to construct
PCFGs, we apply both vertical and horizontal Markovization (Klein and Manning, 2003) to the parse
trees before constructing PCFGs. This helps to incorporate some context into the rewrite rules and
improves parsing accuracy. To keep the approach purely syntactic, we remove the leaf nodes which
contain the sentence words (Fuller et al., 2014; Björklund and Zechner, 2017). A test sample is attributed
to the author whose PCFG yields the highest likelihood score. In order to account for unseen rules
during test time, we also incorporate smoothing that allows the model to backoff to lower order syntactic
language models. The rewrite rules of a sample sentence corresponding to different Markovization orders
used in our model are shown in Figure 1.

We compare the syntactic language model with an analogous character language model (Teahan and
Harper, 2003). This approach uses a lossless text compression method called Prediction by Partial Match-
ing (PPM) (Cleary and Witten, 1984). With PPM, individual characters are encoded using the context
provided by the preceding characters thus representing each author A using a separate language model
pA. To attribute an unknown sample u of length L, we compute its cross-entropy with respect to an
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Figure 1: Parse tree of a sample sentence and rewrite rules under different orders of vertical (v) and
horizontal (h) Markovization. The leaf nodes are excluded from the rewrite rules.

author model pA as

H(pA, u) = −
1

L
log2 pA(u)

= − 1

L

L∑
i=1

log2 pA(xi|contexti)

where contexti of character xi is x1, x2, ..., xi−1. The unknown sample is attributed to the author whose
model yields least cross-entropy. For computational efficiency, the context is typically truncated to pre-
ceding n-1 characters i.e. xi−n, ..xi−1.

2.2 Role of word choice
Besides syntax, the choice of words used by a person also plays an important role in stylometric attri-
bution. These words may have a primary purpose of being lexical or grammatical. Lexical words have
meaning by themselves and are mostly content-specific. Such words typically include nouns, verbs, ad-
jectives and adverbs. On the other hand, grammatical words do not have any meaning by themselves
and specify the relationships between lexical words. Hence, they are independent of content and typ-
ically include determiners, prepositions, pronouns, etc. Conventionally, grammatical words, especially
function words, have been proposed for stylometric authorship attribution since they are independent of
content. However, character n-gram based approaches have largely outperformed function word based
approaches (Kestemont, 2014) indicating that some lexical words may also help with authorship attri-
bution. In order to understand which lexical words may help with stylometric attribution, we study the
effects of masking all lexical words and certain topic words corresponding to different POS on authorship
attribution.

2.2.1 Role of lexical POS
To analyze the effects of different lexical POS on stylometric attribution, we preprocess the posts to
replace words corresponding to different POS with a predefined string <T>. We use the set of Penn
TreeBank POS tags in our experiments. The following effects are analyzed using a character language
model (Teahan and Harper, 2003) for both single-domain and cross-domain datasets:
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• orig: This utilizes the original posts and are used for benchmarking.

• no NNP: This utilizes posts in which all proper nouns (NNP, NNPS) are replaced by <T>.

• no NN: This utilizes posts in which all common nouns (NN, NNS) are replaced by <T>.

• no VB: This utilizes posts in which all verbs (VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ) except function
words are replaced by <T>.

• no ADJ: This utilizes posts in which all adjectives (JJ, JJR, JJS) are replaced by <T>.

• no ADV: This utilizes posts in which all adverbs (RB, RBR, RBS) are replaced by <T>.

2.2.2 Role of topic words
The approach in Section 2.2.1 assumes that all words corresponding to a lexical POS may be content-
specific. This may not be the case as some of these words may actually help with stylometric attribution.
Hence, in this section, we analyze the effects of masking only the topic words corresponding to different
lexical POS on attribution. We use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) to obtain the
topic words for each lexical POS. Since each author may focus on different topics, we perform LDA
for each author using their training posts. The topic words of all authors are then collated and used for
masking. We analyze the same effects as Section 2.2.1 - orig, no topic NNP, no topic NN, no topic VB,
no topic ADJ and no topic ADV.

3 Datasets

We use two datasets for our experiments as follows:

• IMDB1M reviews (Seroussi et al., 2011): This single-domain dataset consists of 204,809 posts
and 66,816 reviews written by 22,116 users. For our experiments, we use only a subset of 674 users
with more than 50 posts per person. The chosen data subset contains 160,482 posts across 674
users. On an average, the dataset consists of 238 posts/author, 347 characters/post, 73 words/post
and 4 sentences/post.

• Guardian10 corpus (Stamatatos, 2012): This cross-domain dataset consists of opinion articles
and book reviews written by 13 authors and up to 10 posts per topic/genre. On an average, this
dataset consists of 34 posts/author, 6234 characters/post, 1202 words/post and 52 sentences/post.
Cross-topic experiments are performed only using the opinion articles which are on four different
topics - Politics, UK, World and Society. Cross-genre experiments involve training author models
using opinion articles on all four topics and evaluating authorship attribution performance on book
reviews.

4 Results

In this section, we report the results of our analysis detailed in Section 2.

4.1 Role of syntax

We use the BLLIP parser (Charniak and Johnson, 2005) trained on Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus
to treebank an author’s training data. We use vertical and horizontal Markovization order of two (h=2,
v=2) since higher orders did not seem to improve performance. The leaf nodes are removed from the
parse trees to keep the analysis purely syntactic. To test stylometric attribution, we evaluate the syntactic
language model (Syntactic LM) on both single-domain IMDB1M and cross-domain Guardian10 datasets.
We repeat these experiments using the syntactic language model with lexical information in its leaf
nodes (Syntactic LM + Lexical) and also using the character language model (Character LM) (Teahan
and Harper, 2003) for comparison. The single-domain and cross-domain attribution performances are
reported in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
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Table 1: Single-domain performance on IMDB1M using syntactic language model

Scenarios Precision(%) Recall(%) F-score(%) Accuracy(%)
Syntactic LM 30.96 27.71 28.28 27.71

Syntactic LM + Lexical 44.31 43.52 42.26 43.53
Character LM 64.41 64.77 63.42 64.77

Table 2: Cross-domain performance on Guardian10 using syntactic language model

Domain Scenarios Precision(%) Recall(%) F-score(%) Accuracy(%)

Cross-topic
Syntactic LM 21.85 22.22 18.40 24.14

Syntactic LM + Lexical 27.30 25.15 21.27 26.56
Character LM 76.89 67.41 67.02 70.41

Cross-genre
Syntactic LM 20.44 26.96 21.90 33.33

Syntactic LM + Lexical 18.92 23.15 18.99 28.57
Character LM 72.32 56.90 59.79 69.84

4.1.1 Discussion
We studied the role of sentence structure or syntax in stylometric attribution using a purely syntactic
language model. For single-domain IMDB1M dataset, it can be inferred from Table 1 that using a purely
syntactic model (Syntactic LM) seems to be ineffective as compared to using both syntax and lexical
information (Syntactic LM + Lexical). This reaffirms the fact that single-domain attribution benefits
largely from lexical information some of which may be topic-dependent. For cross-domain settings, it
can be inferred from Table 2 that purely syntactic attribution (Syntactic LM) may be more helpful for
cross-genre data than cross-topic data. Adding lexical information to purely syntactic model (Syntactic
LM + Lexical) seems to improve cross-topic attribution while it deteriorates cross-genre attribution.

Nevertheless, purely syntactic models seem to perform poorly compared to character language models
as is evident from in Tables 1 and 2. Character n-gram based approaches have been highly successful
in authorship attribution because they represent character, lexical and syntactic information to varying
extents (Luyckx, 2011; Kestemont, 2014) and are robust to morphological variations in language use
(Sapkota et al., 2015). However, from a purely quantitative perspective, their success can be attributed
to the fact that character n-grams have much more data points than function words or syntactic rules
thereby yielding superior performance (Kestemont, 2014). Character n-grams span the same word or
word combinations multiple times depending on the n-gram order and hence amplify the presence of
possibly unique word/phrase choices by an author. PCFG-based syntactic language models do not have
this advantage as the set of all possible syntactic rewrite rules is much lesser than the set of all possible
character n-grams. Hence, the low performance of purely syntactic models does not necessarily imply
that they are not useful in representing style. One can use these in combination with character language
models to improve cross-domain performance.

4.2 Role of word choice
To analyze the role of word choice in stylometric attribution, we perform experiments on both single-
domain and cross-domain datasets by masking out all lexical words and topic words corresponding to
different POS.

4.2.1 Role of lexical POS
To study the effects of lexical words on authorship attribution, we mask all words corresponding to
specific lexical POS as described in Section 2.2.1. We use NLTK toolkit (Bird and Loper, 2004) for POS
tagging. We perform author identification on both single-domain and cross-domain datasets using the
character language model (Teahan and Harper, 2003). We perform 4-fold cross-validation and report the
average precision, recall, F-score and accuracy across all cross-validation folds.

For single domain IMDB1M dataset, the performance measures reflecting the effects of masking dif-
ferent lexical POS are reported in Table 3. Similarly, the performance measures for cross-topic and
cross-genre experiments on Guardian10 dataset are reported in Table 4.
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Table 3: Effect of lexical POS on single-domain authorship attribution using IMDB1M

Scenarios Precision(%) Recall(%) F-score(%) Accuracy(%)
orig 64.41 64.77 63.42 64.77

no NN 53.78 50.47 50.73 50.47
no topic NN 62.19 62.33 61.12 62.33

no NNP 59.66 58.38 57.83 58.38
no topic NNP 63.20 63.25 62.12 63.25

no VB 62.78 62.99 61.71 62.99
no topic VB 63.23 63.48 62.17 63.48

no ADJ 63.12 63.25 62.04 63.25
no topic ADJ 63.48 63.71 62.45 63.71

no ADV 63.42 63.91 62.53 63.91
no topic ADV 64.02 64.41 63.07 64.41

Table 4: Effect of lexical POS on cross-domain authorship attribution using Guardian10

Domain Scenarios Precision(%) Recall(%) F-score(%) Accuracy(%)

Cross-topic

orig 77.79 70.41 69.50 70.41
no NN 80.46 69.10 69.35 69.10

no topic NN 84.13 73.13 72.17 73.13
no NNP 85.86 80.30 79.98 80.30

no topic NNP 86.25 75.48 74.68 75.48
no VB 81.12 67.33 66.77 67.33

no topic VB 80.13 71.41 70.21 71.41
no ADJ 78.18 69.49 68.26 69.49

no topic ADJ 83.25 72.73 71.07 72.74
no ADV 76.31 67.92 67.13 67.92

no topic ADV 84.17 73.22 72.24 73.22

Cross-genre

orig 78.99 69.84 69.94 69.84
no NN 79.18 71.43 71.52 71.43

no topic NN 82.92 73.02 72.80 73.02
no NNP 84.52 82.54 80.97 82.56

no topic NNP 81.68 71.43 71.44 71.43
no VB 81.82 74.60 74.02 74.60

no topic VB 80.37 73.02 72.34 73.02
no ADJ 76.37 69.84 69.61 69.84

no topic ADJ 79.45 71.43 71.14 71.43
no ADV 78.71 73.02 72.42 73.02

no topic ADV 80.89 74.60 73.93 74.60

4.2.2 Role of topic words
In this section, we hypothesize that not all words corresponding to lexical POS are content-specific.
Hence, we experiment with masking certain topic words corresponding to different lexical POS. The
topic words are chosen using the LDA implementation in gensim Python toolkit. Only words corre-
sponding to specific lexical POS are input to LDA. We experiment by varying the number of topics (t
= 2,10,50) and number of words per topic (w=10,100). The topic words obtained from each author’s
training data are collated and used for masking. We perform 4-fold cross-validation experiments on both
single-domain and cross-domain datasets. We report the performance measures for the best performing
configuration using both IMDB1M (t=50, w=10) and Guardian datasets (t=10, w=10) in Tables 3 and 4.

4.2.3 Discussion
It is known that function words are independent of content and are useful for representing style. However,
the success of character n-gram approaches in authorship attribution indicate that some lexical words
may also be useful for authorship attribution. Besides, character n-gram approaches do not necessarily
decouple style and content and using these approaches as such may deteriorate attribution in cross-
domain settings. Hence, we studied the effect of masking all words or topic words corresponding to
different lexical POS on both single-domain and cross-domain attribution as explained in Sections 2.2.1
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and 2.2.2. For all experiments, attribution with the character language model without masking any lexical
POS (orig) is considered as the baseline.

For single-domain IMDB1M dataset, it can be observed from Table 3 that excluding all common
nouns (no NN ) and proper nouns (no NNP ) affects the attribution performance drastically. In con-
trast, masking only topic words corresponding to common nouns (no topic NN ) and proper nouns
(no topic NNP ) seems to improve attribution performance compared to masking them completely
(no NNP , no NN ). Nevertheless, this performance is lesser than that of orig. This shows the heavy
influence of nouns and proper nouns in single-domain attribution. Masking all words or topic words cor-
responding to other lexical POS like verbs, adjectives or adverbs do not seem to impact the performance
even though POS like verbs do contribute significantly to attribution as seen in Figure 2a. This could
possibly be due to the heavy dependence on common nouns and proper nouns for attribution under those
scenarios.

In contrast, for cross-domain Guardian10 dataset, it can be observed from Table 4 that excluding
proper nouns (no NNP ) completely yields a marked improvement in performance for both cross-
topic and cross-genre experiments. In fact, excluding only topic words corresponding to proper nouns
(no topic NNP ) performs poorly compared to no NNP though it performs marginally better than
orig. Hence, while performing cross-domain attribution, it would be wise to exclude proper nouns from
style representations. With respect to common nouns, masking topic words (no topic NN ) improves
performance as compared to completely masking them (no NN ) for both cross-topic and cross-genre
scenarios. This implies that some common nouns also help represent style as shown by their distribu-
tion in Figures 2b,2c,2d,2e and 2f. With respect to verbs, in cross-topic settings, masking topic words
(no topic V B) marginally improves performance while completely masking them (no V B) reduces
performance. In cross-genre settings, masking all verbs completely (no V B) improves performance sig-
nificantly while masking only topic verbs (no topic V B) improves performance marginally compared to
orig. This implies that choice of verbs have a significant influence in cross-genre settings as compared
to cross-topic settings. For both adjectives and adverbs, masking certain topic words (no topic ADJ
and no topic ADV ) improves attribution performance as against completely masking them (no ADJ
and no ADV ) for both cross-topic and cross-genre settings. This suggests that some of these adverbs
and adjectives may help represent style. The top 20 non-topic words corresponding to different lexical
POS for both datasets are shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Top 20 non-topic lexical POS

Guardian10 IMDB1M
Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs
nothing given real probably opinion done little generally

something found better instead world give overall somewhat
one got past alone kind said modern also
end asked big first sense put nice deeply

point used modern enough others thought new together
work came large especially scene do fine just
day tell true soon day going third hopefully

moment wants recent indeed times guess impressive perhaps
year let less easily man watched realistic fairly
kind turned right hardly thing getting long completely
fact allowed hard perhaps place seeing glad definitely

question told obvious only someone use fair first
things seen best surely story call enjoyable seriously

example making wrong though reason look similar long
place seemed easy later chance saying less later

course thought full less plot given easy therefore
story mean foreign simply mind let huge best

evidence run private certainly death gets next personally
business trying general seriously idea enjoy likely obviously
nation happen long instead experience released happy only
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(a) IMDB1M (b) Guardian10 - Books (c) Guardian10 - Politics

(d) Guardian10 - Society (e) Guardian10 - UK (f) Guardian10 - World

Figure 2: POS distribution on single-domain and cross-domain datasets. POS with <1% contribution
have been suppressed

One of the most pressing problems in this line of research is that there seems to be a dearth for pub-
licly available large-scale cross-domain datasets. Authorship attribution approaches in literature largely
demonstrate their results using either small datasets or large-scale single-domain datasets. This does not
provide a clear picture of the factors that contribute to style which may be robust in cross-domain set-
tings. The role of syntax or word choice or other aspects in representing style can be better ascertained
with experiments on large-scale cross-domain datasets.

5 Conclusion

Authorship attribution approaches in literature focus mostly on single-domain attribution where content
and style are highly entangled. This does not provide a clear picture of linguistic aspects that are robust
to cross-domain settings. In this paper, we studied the role of sentence structure and word choice in
representing style. We evaluated the role of syntax using a purely syntactic language model and show
that syntax may be useful with cross-genre attribution while cross-topic attribution and single-domain
attribution may be benefit from both syntax and lexical information. However, syntactic language models
are not discriminative by themselves and need to be used in conjunction with more successful character
n-gram models. We evaluated the role of word choice by masking off all words or certain topic words
corresponding to different lexical POS. For common nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, masking off
certain topic words yield better performance suggesting that the remaining words corresponding to these
lexical POS may help represent style. However, proper nouns seem to be heavily influenced by topic and
cross-domain attribution may benefit from completely masking them.
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